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NEW QUESTION: 1
Several VPN instances have been set up on an HP Comware switch.
What should the administrator do to ensure that no VPN instance
uses up too many switch resources?
A. Bind each instance to a specific port group or ASIC
B. Set a CPU weight for each VPN instance to control how much
of the CPU the instance can use.
C. Set a maximum number of routes that each instance can have
in its routing table.
D. Apply a service policy to each instance to assign that
instance a percentage of resources
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two are true about the ADR retention advisor in Oracle
Database 12c Release 2? (Choose two.)
A. ESTIMATE (SHORTP_POLICY = 192, LONGP_POLICY = 2160)estimates
the space requirement based on current ADR diagnostics file

space usage.
B. ESTIMATE (SIZEP_POLICY = 209715200)estimates only the long
retention policy.
C. ESTIMATE (SHORTP_POLICY = 192, LONGP_POLICY = 8760)provides
estimates that users can use to set SIZEP_POLICY.
D. ESTIMATE (SHORTP_POLICY = 192)estimates the space
requirement based on the SHORTP_POLICYvalue of 192 minutes.
E. ESTIMATE (SIZEP_POLICY = 209715200)estimates the value of
LONGP_POLICY.
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are three required permissions that need to be assigned to
the View Composer user account? (Choose three.)
A. Delete Group Accounts
B. Delete Computer Objects
C. Create User Accounts
D. Write All Properties
E. Create Computer Objects
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
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